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The Accountant
Directions: Each group of questions in this section is based on a set of conditions. In answering some of the questions, it may be
useful to draw a rough diagram. Choose the response that most accurately and completely answers each question and blacken
the corresponding space on your answer sheet.
Questions 1–5
An accountant assigns double-digit codes to four different
clients—Frank, Gardner, Hunt and Jordan. The codes are made
using the digits 1 through 8, and the accountant uses each digit
only once. The following conditions must apply:
The code with a six in the tens place has a three in the units
place.
Hunt’s code has a higher numeric value than Jordan’s code
does.
Frank’s code has the highest numeric value.
Jordan’s code ends with a two.
Three of the four codes are even.
1. Which one of the following could be an accurate account
of the codes assigned to the four clients?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Frank: 74; Gardner: 52; Hunt: 63; Jordan: 18
Frank: 74; Gardner: 53; Hunt: 68; Jordan: 12
Frank: 74; Gardner: 12; Hunt: 58; Jordan: 63
Frank: 74; Gardner: 58; Hunt: 63; Jordan: 12
Frank: 85; Gardner: 74; Hunt: 63; Jordan: 12

2. Which one of the following could be true?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Gardner’s code begins with a 4.
Hunt’s code begins with an 8.
Hunt’s code begins with a 1.
Gardner’s code ends with a 1.
Gardner’s code ends with a 4.

3. If Gardner’s code has a lower numeric value than
Jordan’s code, which one of the following must be false?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Gardner’s code ends with a 4.
Gardner’s code ends with a 3.
Gardner’s code ends with an 8.
Frank’s code ends with a 4.
Frank’s code ends with an 8.

4. If Gardner’s code has a higher numeric value than
Jordan’s code, and if Gardner’s code is even, each of the
following must be true EXCEPT:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Hunt’s code has a higher numeric value than
Gardner’s code.
Jordan’s code is comprised of the two lowest
valued digits.
Frank’s code has a higher numeric value than
Gardner’s code.
The units digit for Frank’s code is higher than the
units digit for Hunt’s code.
The units digit for Frank’s code is higher than the
units digit for Gardner’s code.

5. If the accountant assigns the Hunt account the code
54, which one of the following represents a complete
and accurate list of other account codes that can be
determined?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Frank
Gardner
Jordan
Frank, Jordan
Frank, Gardner, Jordan
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1.
D
2.	E
3.
B
4.	E
5.	E
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